September 8, 2016

Weekly Post: Quarterly Planning and Optimizations
Dear ClientsLabor Day has passed and planning for Q4 2016 has started. ALCO
should review the estimated net inflows of funds and an optimal
way to adjust and manage the balance sheet. In this quarterly planning, ALCO must take many considerations into account. There are
the balance sheet needs: liquidity, loan commitments and balance
sheet sensitivity to asset or liabilities. There are also the market opportunities. Quarterly planning should optimize market opportunities while meeting the balance sheet requirements.
Last week, I discussed an investment strategy using structured
agency bonds. Such market opportunity can only be exploited by
meeting the balance sheet requirements. This Post describes a systematic planning process for your quarterly planning.

Market Wisdom - Art Hilliard*
The TRID Trap
An article today said that loan defects are
“skyrocketing”. The reason? The CFPBs
new TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosure rule
- TRID. What to do about it?






Challenges
 The Need to Invest: How much free cash flows I will generate
over the next 3 months?
 Optimize Strategy: How can I optimally deploy the free cash
flows?





Solution
Quarterly planning often
begins with an estimate
of the net inflows and
outflows of funds in the
coming three months.
THC sources and uses of
funds report enables
you to estimate the
needs.

Some bankers are proactively
scrubbing their loan portfolios to
identify problem loans
Outsource underwriting and QC
review to a reputable and
experienced third party
Perform pre-closing reviews to
identify issues while they can still
be corrected.
Ensure internal compliance
personnel are trained and up to
date
Review underwriting deficiency
reports weekly and take steps to
resolve origination and
underwriting issues

TRID loans are a large part of scratch and
dent portfolios the are issued today:



Loans with TRID issues are
candidates for S&D sales
Use TFO to market TRID loans and
use THC to model the best use of
funds received from loan sales

Consider a hypothetical
Art Hilliard has been in the mortgage industry for 29
years. He has originated, managed secondary
bank's 3 month cash
marketing, securitizations and settlements, provided
flow projections. The
mortgage financial advisory and performed multiple
first row shows the cash
mortgage portfolio sales and acquisitions.He was past
president of the Illinois Mortgage Bankers Association.
and cash equivalent
assets and the net Fed
Funds sold and purchased. Based on your back tesing results, the
THC model projects your loan scheduled and unscheduled (prepayments) reductions. The THC model also
projects the investment reductions (including bonds called or MBS prepaid) and the draw down of your
time/core deposits.
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Based on your loan commitments, you can estimate the loan growth and the net position change in deposits
(both item highlighted in yellow). Based on these estimates, the sources, uses and the liquidity coverage
ratio (LCR) are determined. In many cases, I suggest targeting LCR to be a multiple of 2, and using this target
you can determine the free cash flows in coming three months available for investments.
Numerical Example
Many of our clients are familiar with using Trade Simulations and Financial Simulations to evaluate efficacy
of investments in deploying funds or disinvesting to generate liquidity. These applications are useful when
you have formulated particular strategies. But these strategies should exploit market opportunities such as
the changing of bond pricing, yield curve shape and capital market liquidity spreads. To attain this goal, THC
has 4 types of Optimizers which can suggest to you optimal strategies. They are: Balance Sheet
Optimization, Optimal Funding, Heat Map Optimization and Strategies Analyzer, available as Apps on the left
panel of the Homepage. These optimizers follow the 3 basic steps:
Step 1: Select assets, fundings and constraints

THC prices are updated daily. These prices are THC model prices benchmarked off market prices. Therefore,
they are only Indicative Prices. You can ask your brokers to provide you the bid prices for any set of
securities in an Excel file. THC Risk Officer™ PATH input data file can update these bonds’ prices and their
maximum size for your optimization. Each optimizer provides you a different set of constraints, as illustrated
above in the Heat Map.
Step 2. Generate Prioritized Optimized Results

Often, “optimization” seems to suggest erroneously that there is a single best solution, not so in balance
sheet management. The optimal solution involves your judgement on risk and return tradeoffs. Therefore,
the Heat Map provides you the optimal combinations of investments and funding. Strategy Analyzer ranks a
list of 30 strategies to meet your balance sheet needs – some THC artificial intelligence involved taking your
performance dashboard into consideration.
Step 3. Review the Proposed Strategy
After you have selected your strategy, you can then review the asset portfolio and the fundings of the
strategy.
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You can then click on “simulate” to generate Trade Simulation results. As discussed previously, Trade
Simulation enables you to generate regulatory reports, bond swap reports including cash flow analysis, and
many other applications, including adjusting the proposed strategies as the market condition changes.
Conclusion:
Quarterly planning is important in ALCO meetings as you prepare for Q4 performance. THC Risk Officer™
adheres to regulatory guidelines ensuring that ALCO planning incorporates risk analysis and measurements.
This Post’s Quarterly Planning process descibes a systematic approach can enhance value and management
efficiency.
If you have any questions regarding using Optimizations in your Quarterly Planning, please do not hesitate to
contact THC.
Regards,
Tom Ho
Tom.ho@thomasho.com
1-212-732-2878
THC is NOT a broker-dealer. THC only offers an analytical platform for clients to work together to meet your
customers’ needs or your balance sheet requirements. THC does not collect any commission.
*Art Hilliard is the Principal at AJHilliard Company assisting banks, credit unions, and mortgage companies
with mortgage advisory and asset sales and acquisitions.
THE THC CONTENT IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND. TO THE
MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMISSIBLE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW THC HEREBY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS AND IMPLIED, RELATING TO THE THC CONTENT, AND NEITHER THC NOR ANY OF ITS
AFFILIATES SHALL IN ANY EVENT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL AND PUNITIVE DAMAGES, LOSS OF
PROFITS AND TRADING LOSSES, RESULTING FROM ANY PERSON’S USE OR RELIANCE UPON, OR INABILITY TO
USE, ANY THC CONTENT, EVEN IF THC IS ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES OR IF SUCH
DAMAGES WERE FORESEEABLE
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